
 
 

 
  

EXTERIOR DOORS 
SAFE FROM THE INSIDE AND OUTSIDE

IDEAL 4000
®
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The front door is the business card of your house.

Our doors are built to last.

Crafted from premium materials that are resistant to rot, rust, and corrosion, 
ensuring long-lasting performance and minimal maintenance.

Your safety is our top priority, which is why our uPVC glass doors are designed 
with advanced locking mechanisms and reinforced frames, providing you with 
peace of mind and keeping your loved ones and valuables secure.

Designed with thermal insulation properties in mind, the doors will make your 
space warm in winter and cool in summer, while reducing heat losses or gains.

This also helps to minimize the transmission of external noise. Enjoy a peaceful 
and quiet environment that protects you from external disturbances.

Maintaining them couldn't be easier. Just wipe them and they will retain their 
pristine appearance for many years.

When you buy from us, you make a good choice.
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SIDELIGHTS

Our sidelights are available in a variety of configurations with a variety of glass types, 
including clear, frosted, tinted, or mirrored.

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

Sidelights are generally narrow, vertical windows installed alongside entryway doors. 
They allow natural light to enter space, making it brighter and more welcoming. 
Installing sidelights maximizes the amount of natural light that enters, reducing the need for 
artificial lighting during the day. 
This can make your space feel more open and inviting while also minimizing energy usage. 
They can enhance the overall visual appeal and add elegance and style to compliment 
your home. 
Sidelights can be fixed windows, or operational tilt-and-turn style windows that give you the 
ability to ventilate the area.

Example
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DOOR CONFIGURATION

Single Door

Single Door
and
Double Sidelights

Single Door
and
Single Sidelight

Single Door
and
Single Sidelight

Double  Door

 
 

 
  

SD-L

DD-L

SD-L-1S-R

SD-L-1S-L

SD-L-2S

SD-R-1S-L

SD-R-1S-R

SD-R-2S

SD-R

DD-R

TRANSOM

Transoms allow in a little extra natural light, brightening 
up the room and reducing the need for artificial lighting 
throughout the day. A transom that matches the style of 
your windows and doors creates a visual flow and 
cohesiveness throughout the space.
We can make each transom to size.
We can add grids that can be customized to suit your 
preferences and match the style of your home. Our 
grids are inside the glass of our windows, ensuring a 
seamless look, that is easy to clean and maintain. We 
offer three different colors: white, brown, and black.
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COLORS

LAMINATES

Choosing the right color is very important when 
in the process of purchasing windows and doors, 
as their aesthetic will affect a great part of your 
home or project as a whole. We offer many 
colors and laminates so you can find the perfect 
look to fit your needs. If you have a color from a 
different paint brand that you’re trying to match, 
let us know and we’ll do our best to find the right 
RAL color that would match the closest to your 
request. (Please note: We would need the name 
of the paint brand and the name or ID number of 
the paint to make an accurate color match. 
A photograph of a painted window or door would 
be insufficient to correctly determine a near 
perfect match.)

woodec
sheffield oak 
alpine
470-3002

woodec
sheffield oak 
concrete
470-3003

woodec
turner oak toffee
470-3004

woodec
turner oak malt
470-3001

aludec
traffic white
470-6066

aludec
window grey
470-6066

aludec
umbra grey
470-6065

aludec
basalt grey
470-6048

aludec
DB703
470-1014

aludec
jet black
475-6062

aludec
antracite grey
470-3004

Our Woodec and Aludec by Aluplast laminates are a great choice if you wish to add texture 
or a woodgrain look to your windows and doors. They are made from high quality materials, 
designed to be durable and long lasting. They can withstand daily wear and tear without 
showing signs of damage or scratches. They do not require special cleaning agents or 
extensive maintenance routines. Regular cleaning with mild soap and water is sufficient to 
keep them looking their best for years to come.

RAL Classic Color Chart
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** Please see the “RAL Classic Color Chart” catalog for reference
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HANDLES
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F3

F9005 F4

INOX

DOOR HANDLES DUBLIN 35:
- made of extruded aluminum - processed with CNC machines
- original, universal design
- wide color pallete allowing an excellent match between the handles, 
   other fittings and overall interior design.
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HOPPE aluminum handle set on the narrow backplate for profile doors:

-  Bearing: fixed/movable door handles, maintenance-free slide bearing
-  Connection: HOPPE solid spindle
-  Base: stainless steel, supporting lugs
-  Fixing: visible inside, bolt-through, M6 thread screws, cover caps for screw head

BLACK WHITE SILVER
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GLASSCLEAR GLASS

ACID WASH

GLASS TINTING

MIRROPANE GLASS

Clear glass is our default window glass type. It is the standard type of glass 
that most windows use. Regular glass is practical, and the most affordable 
type of glass when on a budget, while still providing adequate performance.

Acid wash glass, often described as frosted glass, offers much more privacy 
than clear glass as it is very difficult to see through. 
Typically, this glass is perfect for bathrooms or anywhere else where privacy 
would be a concern.

Mirropane windows, also known as one-way mirror glass. Mirropane 
glass windows provide one-way visibility meaning that the side with the 
brighter lighting will appear as a mirror-like reflection, while the darker 
side will have a clear view through the glass. The effect is achieved by 
having a significant difference in lighting levels on either side of the 
glass. Besides enhanced privacy, Mirropane glass also can reflect a 
significant amount of heat, helping to reduce the amount of solar heat 
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DARK TINT BRONZE TINT
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We offer a standard dark tint, as well as a bronze tint. 
Tinted windows can reduce the amount of heat entering through 
windows, and the film blocks a significant amount of harmful ultraviolet 
(UV) rays from the sun. 
Tinted windows also provide an added layer of privacy and security by 
making it more difficult for people outside to see into your windows. 
They contribute to energy efficiency by reducing the heat gain in the 
summer and heat loss in the winter.



 
 

 
  

DOOR DIMENSIONS
HOW TO MEASURE?
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Rough Opening = 42¹⁄�”x81¹⁄�”

Rough Opening = W1 X H1 
W1 = W + 3/4”
H1 = H + 1/2”
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After you decide to replace your front entry door, it's best to 
start by taking measurements so you can be prepared for 
conversations and receive an accurate quote. 
Having these measurements will ensure you will get an 
accurate quote from a JP Houster Choice representative. 

Below is an example of a measurement that may be helpful. 
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TECHNICAL PARAMETERS

IDEAL 4000®   
70 mm profile depth
     - thermal insulation of the standard combination Uf = 1.3 W/m²K
     - backstop gasket system with two sealing levels
     - glazing thickness up to 1 1/2" 
     - tested burglar resistance class RC2
     - excellent sound insulation up to noise insulation class IV
     - 5-chamber system as standard combination
     - available in numerous decor variations
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Double Glazed INSWING

Double Glazed OUTSWING

Triple Glazed OUTSWING

Triple Glazed INSWING

DOOR SECTIONS
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